Introduction

In
[3] only the categories of all partial algebras of a given similarity type with all homomorphisms as morphisms are treated in more detail. However, there are -in a natural way -quite a lot of possible categories, of which the object class is just the class of all partial algebras of a given similarity type, while its morphisms are all quomorphisms with some suitable additional property (see Table 6 in In what follows we always assume, that the object class of a category under consideration is the class 9Ia(r) of all partial algebras of a given similarity type -recall that a similarity type is an Q-indexed family of arities n^, which are in general natural numbers (finitary type), although the arities could also be ordinals or even arbitrary sets (infinitary type) (see [3] ); however, for the sake of simplicity we restrict considerations in this note to finitary types, since otherwise we would have to consider in constructions like inverse limits or directed colimits (i.e. direct limits in older terminology) S-directed sets for the cardinal dimension 5. Similarly, we also restrict explicit considerations here to homogeneous partial algebras, although it will not be difficult to transfer the results to any heterogeneous (i.e. many-sorted) similarity type (compare [3] ).
The aim of this note is the interpretation and comparison of some basic category theoretical concepts in five categories of partial algebras which are likely to be the most natural Observe that the class of morphisms of the category (T-Quom(T) is the intersection of the morphism classes of the categories Quom(T) and Gonf(r).
For concepts not defined here we r'efer the reader in particular to [3] , however see also [1] and proofs presented here can already be found in the report [13] , which has never been published so far.
We only repeat here the following conventions: if ft is any ft partial algebra of similarity type x, then ft = (A, (<p where for each ipeCl is an n^-ary partial operation on A, and if B is any subset of A, then B designates the relative subalgebra of ft with carrier set B. If f is a partial mapping out of a set A into a set B, then we denote this by f:A > B, and if it is a quomorphism or conformism, then it is denoted by f:A » B; if it is known that f is totally defined on A, then we rather write > B as usual (i.e. « _ _> ii designates possibly partial mappings, while " > " designates (totally defined) mappings). A homomorphism is always totally defined and commutes with the partial operations existing in the domain (causing the corresponding partial operations of the codomain to exist). f:0\ --» B is a quomorphism, if it is a homomorphism from the relative subalgebra of A on the (exact) domain of f into B. f is a closed quomorphism -and if f is totally defined, a closed B A homomorphism -, if whenever <p (f°a) exists, then <p (a) exists and belongs to the domain of f. If the restriction of f to its domain is a closed homomorphism into B with respect to a possibly only weak relative structure of A on its domain, then f is called a conformism. Moreover, for any similarity type r, XSlg(r) designates the class of all total r-algebras, and F(X,I9Ig (T) ) designates the total absolutely free (term-) algebra of type z with basis X. A survey of the results of this note is collected in Table 1 and the results concerning its i-th concept are given in more detail in Theorem i of section 2. The entries in Table  1 have the following meaning in connection with the existence of the category theoretical concepts: + the concept exists in any case for any similarity type, for every similarity type there are examples, where this concept does not exist. In all other cases the restrictions on the type z respectively on the set f2 of operation symbols are mentioned under which the concept always exist; in particular a" means that there are no nullary fundamental operation symbols in the similarity type, "n = a" means that the concepts only do always exist for the category of all sets with total or partial mappings, respectively, as morphisms; and 1, 1 means that all fundamental operations have to be either nullary or unary. Finally, "(n) n " says that all fundamental operations have to be n-ary. 
Some preliminary results
Before going into more detail with respect to the concepts in 
of a fundamental operation of S\ -, and if its restriction to its exact domain is a closed and initial homomorphism (as described above).
Proof. For 5om(T) see [3], Proposition 9.2.3; and since the "test morphism" g:C--»A can be chosen to be the identity mapping of A, and the structure of C can be varied in an appropriate way, it is also easy to realize that the same arguments apply for the categories G-5om(T), Quom(r) and C-Quom(r), and in some modification even to Confer), where we Moreover the above arguments show that a quomorphism, which totally defines the structure on IB, will be final. 
Proof. Consider any unary
ipeQ -since constants will yield pairs with identical components -, and assume, without loss of generality, that tp (f(a)) exists. Then exists, since f is closed; but then tp (g(a)) exists, since g is a homomorphism. Now, _his property remains valid, when the idempotent, reflexive and transitive closure, say 0, of {(f(a),g(a)) | aeA} is formed. Now assume (b,b')e6, i.e. we the directory of a, since it indicates, which "ways" (directions) via term operations we can "go" starting from a. Moreover, we shall call two elements of the same or different partial algebras term equivalent, if they have the same directory. Recall that ker g designates the equivalence relation on dom g "identifying" all elements of A mapped by g onto the same element.
Proof. Observe that (*) takes care of the possible partiality of g. Assume that h»f=g, and a,a'sA, (a,a')eker f, a 2 ,a 3 , . . . ,a n )€A n ^, a 2 , a 3 , . . . a n ) =(p A (a 1 , a 2 , a 2 , . . .a 2 ) , whenever one side exists. We shall say in this connection that we deal with an essentially binary situation. {(a,a,. ..,a) | aeA}, then we shall say that A is essentially mono-unary.
Similarly, if the domain of ip^ is contained in
In most cases where we can construct a counterexample for a similarity type with one binary operation respectively one unary operation, then it will also work for essentially binary or essentially mono-unary cases to start with, where it will then also be a couterexample for the most general situation.
One only has to convince oneself that it really carries over.
Theorem 0 (Zero objects). In i>om(-c) and in G-ijom(T) there are no zero objects.
In Quom(x) the empty partial algebra 0 is a zero object. In C-Quom(T) and in dotif(x) a zero object exists iff the similarity type has no constants, i.e. iff
If it exists, then it is the empty partial algebra 0.
Proof. The statements follow from Theorems 1 and Id, since a zero object is a terminal as well as an initial object; and therefore it exists in a category K, if and only if K has a terminal as well as an intial object and these two objects are isomorphic. E.g. in each of the categories 5>om(t) and (T-botn(t) the terminal object and the initial object are nonisomorphic -if they exist at all and therefore these categories cannot have a zero object. The remaining statements can be derived in a similar way from the following two theorems (1 and Id).
• Theorem 1 (Terminal objects). In SorafT) the total oneelement algebra X, such that X = {x}, is a terminal object. In Figure 2 . In Quom(u), in e-Quom(T) and in (Tonf(t) the empty partial algebra (D is always a terminal object.
Proof. In bom(z) each partial algebra allows exactly one homomorphism into any one-element total algebra, which therefore represents a terminal object of this category. In Quom(r), C-Ouom(T) and Gonf(x) each object allows exactly one morphism into the empty partial algebra, which is therefore a terminal object in each of these categories.
Thus we only have to discuss C-5>om(T) in more detail, and let us assume that a terminal object, say T, exists. If the similarity type t contains at least one nullary operation, cannot be a closed congruence. Thus every closed homomorphism from into T has to be injective. This is impossible, since there exists an ordinal A which has a greater cardinality than the carrier set T of T. This argument carries over to more general similarity types with at least one at least binary operation. Thus in all such cases C-bom(x) cannot have a terminal object.
• As a preparation for the last argument let us realize that the partial algebra, say T, represented in Figure 2 is really a terminal object in <T~!)om ((1)) , since every total component of a mono-unary partial algebra ft allows only a closed homomorphism onto t, i.e. onto the one element component of T, while every partial component has exactly one element, say p', on which the fundamental operation is undefined, and this element has to be mapped onto p by a closed homomorphism, and therefore also the images of all the other elements in that component are prescribed by their "distance" to p'. If there belongs more than one unary operation to z, we consider the constructions of T and of T':=T/0 from the theorem. From Lemma 4, we may infer that the carrier set of each element of I has cardinality less or equal to and can be chosen as a subset of some fixed set N of cardinality n. since on the given set H there can only be formed a proper set of partial algebras of a given similarity type, I is a proper set, and therefore so is T. Now, every closed homomorphism between unary partial algebras is the disjoint union of closed homomorphisms starting from the components of the start object. Thus, by construction, every partial algebra ft from d-^om(x) allows at least one closed homomorphism into T and therefore also into T' . However, by Lemma Proof. In 5>om(T) and in Quom(x) the empty partial algebra allows exactly one homomorphism -which is also a quomorphism -into any other partial algebra. And if 
